FRUIT IS PERISHABLE!!
HOW DID TREE THINGS GET STARTED?
Over 40 years ago, my brother Ben lived in Alaska and got hungry for some fresh California fruit. We sent him a
box of peaches. His friends and neighbors found out about the fruit and wanted some too. That’s how Tree Things
was born. We now deliver to 9 various locations throughout Alaska in a 4-day period four times each summer. We
sell fruit only in Alaska. You indeed are special to us.
CAN I GET PERFECT FRUIT?
The U.S.D.A. allows the farmers a certain percentage of fruit problems in each box of fruit (don’t we wish all of the
fruit was #1 quality?). This means that perfect fruit every time in every box is not possible. We do try to select fruit
with the least amount of problems or blemishes. This is also the reason why we check each box when you are there
picking up your fruit - to make sure it's good!
HOW DO I TAKE CARE OF CALIFORNIA GROWN FRUIT?
The fruit we bring is different than you find in your stores, because it has not been in cold storage. It cannot be left
unattended. If you are planning to be gone for a few days and cannot personally check through your fruit daily,
please do not order fruit that trip. Wait for a time when you can take responsibility for it.
Fruit demands flexibility and responsibility. We all have personal preferences: some like it very ripe (peach juice
running down your arm); others want their fruit to be more crisp and firm like an apple. You can see that one piece
of fruit cannot do both of these things at the same time. =)
HOW CAN I KEEP MY FRUIT FRESH?
If you want your fruit to stay fresh, we recommend that you keep it in the fridge. Cherries, berries, figs, apples, and
grapes must be kept in the fridge if you expect them to stay fresh and last longer.
To help slow down the ripening process of your fruit, put a dry paper towel in a zip lock-type bag. Put one layer of
peaches (or whatever fruit) on the paper towel and seal up the bag. Place in refrigerator. It should keep well in the
fridge for at least two weeks. This method should work for most types of fruit that we bring.
WHAT IF THE FRUIT IS NOT QUITE RIPE ENOUGH FOR ME?
Sometimes our fruit needs a little more time to ripen and you have to be patient for more days than you had
originally planned for. If the fruit is less ripe, remove it from the box and keep it on your counter or in a brown
paper bag for ripening. You should always take it out of the plastic trays in the box, especially the bottom layer, as
any moisture in there can lead to mold.
WHAT IF THE FRUIT IS TOO RIPE?
Sometimes our fruit is riper than you may prefer and will need to be taken care of immediately. Ways to use fruit
that is riper include cutting it into slices and freezing it in containers, making jam, pies, or smoothies. Being
flexible by using it in these ways could salvage the majority of the fruit instead of allowing a great loss. Check our
website for the recipe link.
THE BOTTOM LINE
If you have any comments or complaints about the fruit, please report it to us within one week of delivery so we
can make proper adjustments. Our supplier needs this information as soon as possible -- not weeks later. If we have
not heard from you about your fruit by the next delivery date, we will assume that all is well.
Please check our Frequently Asked Questions on our website for more information.
We want you to be happy with your fruit and we will do our best to please you. We ask that you do your part in
caring for this delicious product. Thank you for your order and your patience.
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